The conformation of RNA sequences spanning five 3' splice sites and tvo 5' splice sites in adenovirus mRNA vas probed by partial digestion vith single-strand specific nucleases. Although cleavage of nucleotides near both 3' and 5' splice sites vas observed, «ost striking vas the preferential digestion of sequences near the 3' splice site. At each 3' splice site a region of very strong cleavage is observed at lov concentrations of enzyme near the splice site consensus sequence or the upstream branch point consensus sequence. Additional sites of moderately strong cutting near the branch point consensus sequence vere observed in those sequences vhere the splice site vas the preferred target. Since recognition of the 3' splice site and branch site appear to be early events in mRNA splicing these observations may indicate that the local conformation of the splice site sequences may play a direct or indirect role in enhancing the accessibility of sequences important for splicing.
INTRODUCTION
mRNA splicing is a remarkably precise process obligatory for the expression of most knovn mRNA molecules in higher eukaryotes. This precision is evident in the large size (>50 Icilobases) or large number of introns (>50) present in some nRNA precursors (pre-mRNAs) vhich undergo efficient and accurate splicing (1, 2) . Despite extensive investigation of sequences (3), intermediates (4,5) and factors (6-8) required for mRNA splicing, the mechanism by vhich splice sites are recognized is poorly understood. Although it is clear that consensus sequences present at the 5' and 3' splice sites are essential for splicing (9), these sequences are, as presently defined, too short or too loosely conserved to determine unambiguously the site of splicing (3, 10) 
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plasnlds and Oligonucleotides
Construction of pSPP80L, pSPP35L and pH3AR has been described (28). 
RESULTS
Accessibility of 3' Splice Sites to Partial Nuclease Digestion
Transcripts spanning 3' splice sites in ad2 and adl2 (Table 1) Fig. 1, lanes 1-11 and Fig. 2 ). Cut sites are also observed (Fig. 6, lanes 2-7) and T2 (lanes 11-13) ribonucleases. At 33-330 fold nolar excess of DNA the hairpin stem opens up as is most clearly seen at the highest concentration (Fig. 6, lanes 2 and 3) . Certain general features relating to the nuclease accessibility of splice-site proximal residues in these transcripts are conserved, however, as described above. It is worth noting that models for RNA secondary structure are by themselves insufficient to predict the relative susceptibility to nuclease cleavage of residues within a given region. Partial digestion with structure-specific nucleases thus provides information concerning the accessibility of specific regions not obtainable from secondary structure models alone.
Branch point sequences and 3' splice junctions have been implicated in a nuaber of early steps in RNA splicing (7, 8, 43) , including the binding of snRNP complexes (7, 8) and the stepwise assembly of active spliceosomes (44) (45) (46) . Since certain of these steps take place very quickly upon the addition of isolated pre-mRNA substrates to the splicing system in vitro, and precede the ATP-dependent appearance of covalently altered intermediates (8, 39, (43) (44) (45) (46) , it seems plausible that the higher order structure of the RNA substrate plays a significant role in nediating RNA splicing. The accessible single-stranded regions of pre-mRNA molecules described here might, for example, serve as entry points for diffusible RNA-binding splicing factors, which upon initial binding sake relatively non-specific contacts with the RNA before forming more extensive ones characteristic of site-specific binding.
Two questions are important for evaluating the relevance of our observations to the mechanism of mRNA splice site selection J_n vivo. First, is the higher order structure of isolated RNA nolecules probed here related to RNA structure in the nucleus? Second, does this structure in fact influence the outcome of splicing? Since pre-mRNA molecules i_n vivo are extensively bound with abundant hnRNP proteins (47) (48) (49) (50) , it is likely that the RNA conformation in the nucleus differs fron that of the isolated RNA transcripts studied here in vitro. The in vivo structure, however, probably represents a balance between potentially stable intramolecular interactions and intennolecular ones involving both bound proteins and snRNP complexes in active processing complexes (6-8,44-46 ). Recent work, has shown that the introduction of large inverted repeats into pre-mRNA influences the outcome of splicing (51) . These experiments appear to demonstrate that both long-range and relatively local secondary structure interactions between perfectly compleaentary regions in vivo can block, splicing at normally functional sites (51). Local features of RNA conformation in naturally occurring sequences near conserved splicing signals may therefore also play a role in modulating splice site recognition and utilization.
